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The Natural Partner for the Postal Industry
I welcome very much the appointment of Herbert-Michael Zapf as our new President
and Chief Executive at the International Post Corporation (IPC) and have been pleased
with the work he has led this year on defining a new strategy and direction.
IPC members are among the most important Postal operators accounting for 80 per cent of the world’s
mail. It is therefore clear to me that IPC has a significant role to play for our industry. As Chairman,
I would like to see IPC recognised within the postal industry as a proactive, high-profile and visible
organisation. Indeed, I want IPC to continue to perform on its core competencies of quality of service
measurement and operations upgrading and, in response to its members’ future needs, to develop into
a true industry organisation.
IPC has a new mission statement which has been approved by me and my fellow CEOs on the IPC Board.
It states that “members recognise IPC as the natural partner and industry organisation for improving
service quality, promoting cooperation and interoperability and for providing informed analysis on the
postal and adjacent markets.”
From a personal point of view I am very committed to this new direction for IPC and will make sure that
all members do everything they can to support Herbert and his team in delivering this. Given the changes
that are taking place within the postal industry, we need IPC to evolve along with our own organisations.

Jean-Paul Bailly
Chairman of the IPC Board
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Groupe La Poste

“From a personal point of view
I am committed to this
new direction for IPC.”
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Towards an Industry Organisation

“We are in a very
strong position
to build on what
we have achieved
over the years,
and through the
implementation of
our new strategy...

This is my first year as President
and Chief Executive of the International
Post Corporation (IPC) having taken
over the role on May 1, 2006. Prior to
joining IPC I worked extensively in the
telecommunications and postal industries,
most recently working for ten years with
Deutsche Post World Net as Executive Vice
President and Member of the Divisional
Boards Mail and Mail International.
Looking back on IPC’s achievements during 2006,
I am very pleased to report that we are indeed
back on track with our UNEX quality measurement.
Managing the transfer between suppliers was
difficult, owing to the short transition time during
the summer months, however, the system is now
stable and we have returned to business as usual.
We reached an inter-company pricing agreement
with the majority of our members for the coming
year and we held two senior executive seminars
on Human Resource Management and Quality.
Our market measurement activity expanded with
the Market Audit programme to bring increased
cooperation between our members through the
sharing of commercial data to determine market
size and share. As competition and cooperation
are two sides of the same coin, it is very
encouraging to see such cooperation and I am
keen to extend this within our new strategy.
We will build in 2007 on our core competencies
of quality measurement, operations upgrading
and inter-company pricing. Our efforts extend
along the mail delivery pipeline as we continue
to find ways to expedite customs clearance
for mail exchanged between our members, to
enhance security and to improve air transport
service quality for mail.
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The main value created by IPC flows from
the continuous, high level attention and
participation of our members’ top management
teams. We will build on this further and facilitate
in-depth discussion that translates into the creation
of business intelligence. We have to address the
burning issues faced by our members such as
promotion of the effectiveness of direct mail
to stimulate future volume growth; corporate
social responsibility and the challenges arising
from liberalisation and regulation. As such we
need to identify, and invite selectively to work
with us, key decision and policy makers from
our members along with leading researchers
and academic and industry advisors. In that
way, we can create maximum value from
our intelligence programmes.
In conclusion, there is a tremendous amount
of work for IPC to do. We are in a very strong
position to build on what we have achieved
over the years, and through the implementation
of our new strategy, to be the natural partner
for the postal industry.

...to be the natural
partner for the postal
industry.”
Dr Herbert-Michael Zapf
President and Chief Executive Officer
International Post Corporation
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The International Postal Corporation was founded in 1989. We are a non-lobbying
cooperative association of 23 member Postal operators in Europe, North America
and Asia-Pacific. Together our members deliver more than 330 billion letters a year;
that is to say almost 4/5ths of the world’s total mail volume. We are governed by
a Board composed of the chief executives from ten IPC members, plus our own
president and chief executive officer.

IPC’s Corporate Mission

Members recognise IPC as the
natural partner and industry
organisation for improving service
quality, promoting cooperation and
interoperability and for providing
informed analysis on postal and
adjacent markets.

IPC Key Activities:
• Upgrading international quality

• Creating business intelligence

• Managing incentive based
inter-company payment systems

• Providing platforms for chief executives
and their top teams to exchange views
and learn from each other
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Experts in Quality of Service Measurement
Since 1994, IPC has managed the UNEX Quality of Service Monitoring System on
the basis of a common methodology and defined service standards. Starting with
18 members in North America and Europe, we have extended the coverage of the
UNEX system to Asia-Pacific, South America, the Middle East and the Postal operators
of the new and candidate European Union member states.

Improvements in Quality of Service Over the Last 11 Years as Measured by IPC
An additional benefit for customers from quality of service improvement in cross-border letters
is even faster and more reliable delivery: 79 per cent of European cross-border letters were delivered
within two days of posting in 2005 and only one per cent took more than five days.
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The UNEX system now measures performance for
36 Postal operators across the world. It is the base
for the UPU industrial country to industrial country
terminal dues system which links payment to
performance. In addition it is used for regional
and bilateral terminal dues arrangements.
In September 2006, we reached an agreement
with the Secretary General of PostEurop to
further extend our measurement systems to
include all PostEurop members. Bulgaria, Croatia
and Macedonia are planned to have a pilot
implementation in 2007 with full operation in
2008 financed by the UPU quality of service
fund. PostEurop will provide the overall project
management and IPC will be responsible for
the technical implementation.

In addition to measuring letters quality of service,
IPC also monitors EMS delivery data and supplies
operators with performance reports as part of
a customer service system. We provide the data
needed by the EMS pay-for-performance plan
which compensates operators for delivering EMS
items according to the quality of service they
achieve.
IPC has also been at the forefront of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology since
1997, through diagnostic monitoring of mail
through the international delivery pipeline. In 2006
we introduced the sixth generation of IPC-patented
RFID transponder tags, and we have now assisted
Postal operators in 48 countries around the world
to set up RFID installations for quality of service
monitoring – making this the most extensive
system of its kind in the world.
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IPC Key Facts and Figures
• 80% of the world’s total mail volume
is delivered by IPC’s 23 shareholding
members
• €180 billion revenue was generated
by IPC shareholding members in 2005
• 2.35 million people were employed
by IPC shareholding members in 2005
• 337 billion letters were processed by
IPC shareholding members in 2005
• 35 Postal operators participate in IPC’s
UNEX quality of service performance
system
• 600 country-to-country mail streams
are measured by IPC’s UNEX quality
of service measurement
• 93.9% of mail was delivered in Europe
in 2005 within J+3, up from 70% in 1994
– measured by IPC’s UNEX quality
of service measurement
• 133 Postal operators have bar-coded
products tracked through IPC’s technical
infrastructure services including EPG,
EMS, registered and exprès letters,
Kahala Posts Group and other parcel
project groups
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• 100+ Postal operators receive IPC
services through the technical
infrastructure services provided
by IPC to the EMS Cooperative
• 32 million trays and bags containing
letters, express items and parcels were
electronically tracked by IPC’s CAPE
system in 2006
• 40,000 EDI interchange messages
a day are processed by IPC’s technical
infrastructure services
• 80,000 requests and replies are handled
by the IPC customer service system every
month on behalf of over 100 Postal
operators operating through over
200 call centres
• 10 years is the length of time that IPC
has been using Radio Frequency (RFID)
technology to monitor mail through the
international processing and distribution
system
• 6 generations of IPC-patented RFID
transponder tags have been used for
monitoring mail over the last 10 years
and during this time, the price of the
transponders have halved
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• 240 locations in 48 countries across all
continents are equipped with IPC Radio
Frequency (RFID) technology making it
the most extensive system of its kind in
the world

• 10 countries in central and eastern
Europe were researched by IPC in 2006
to determine the postal market size and
potential for international and domestic
letters, parcels and express

• 500,000 parcels are tracked on average
by IPC every month between the 20
E-Parcel Group (EPG) member countries

• 8.7 out of 10 was the value of IPC
as a forum for the exchange of ideas
as rated by the chief executives of IPC
shareholding members – up 7%
compared to 2003

• 92.5% was the on-time delivery
performance for the EPG members
in 2006, up from 73% in 1999
• 25 Postal operators participate in the
PRIME project for registered, insured
and exprès letters
• 430,000 IPC trays circulate between
20 IPC shareholding members in North
America and Europe carrying mail on
900 different international routes
• 15 markets are measured in Europe and
North America by the IPC Market Audit
for international outbound letters to
determine market size and share by
revenue, weight and items

• 8 out of 10 was the importance of IPC
projects for 2006 as rated by the chief
executives of IPC shareholding members
– up 10% compared to 2003
• 9 out of 10 was the score for the
importance of IPC as an industry
resource to facilitate strategic seminars
as rated by senior postal executives
attending in 2006
• 58 employees were working for IPC
from 18 different nationalities at the
end of 2006

80% of the world’s total
mail volume is delivered by IPC’s
23 shareholding members
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Upgrading the International Letter Service
The work we do to help our members meet their objectives for upgrading the
international letter service is based on a structured approach to establishing
performance targets. Each member produces an annual plan setting out how
they will meet their targets for both outbound and inbound quality of service.
Our Performance Centre uses our quality of service measurement tools to monitor daily performance
against targets and report monthly to our Operations Upgrading Committee, which is composed
of senior postal operations managers.

Certificate of Excellence
Our members’ commitment to quality
is evidenced by their support for our
Certificate of Excellence in the
Management and Processing of
International Letter Mail. This
certification scheme for international
offices of exchange and air mail units
is based on a rigorous self-assessment,
followed by an external certification
assessment conducted by our audit team.
The IPC Board’s objective is for all 35 of the
international mail processing centres operated
by our members to be certified by 2009.
By the end of 2006, a total of 15 centres
held Certificates of Excellence:
To help members attain the standard required
for a successful self-assessment, we carry out
operational surveys of offices of exchange.
Our IPC audit manager leads a team of experts
from our members in a comprehensive on-site
examination of both international mail handling
and the interface with domestic operations.
The survey identifies opportunities for improvement
and makes recommendations which are converted
into an action plan.
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Los Angeles
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Milan

Chicago

New York

Copenhagen

San Francisco

Copenhagen
(Posten AB)

Vienna

Frankfurt

Zurich
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UNEX Quality of Service Measurement
Our UNEX quality of service performance measurement system is our key driver for
upgrading. It provides continuous measurement of Postal operators’ international
letter delivery performance using statistically accurate samples of test letters travelling
anonymously along international mailstreams. An independent contractor works with
panellists, who post and receive test letters across some 600 country-to-country
mailstreams to provide part of the data from which IPC calculates the Postal
operators’ quality of service performance.
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2006 was a year of transition for UNEX while we changed our independent contractor from IBM
to Research International. We organised and completed our planned transfer on time, so that Research
International began quality of service measurement in July. The two contractors ran in parallel for four
months until we were confident that Research International’s data was useable. On November 1,
we switched to using Research International data for mail service performance calculation.
UNEX is fully diagnostic. Test letters carry Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) transponders which
record their movement through the various stages of international mail processing. Panellists complete
the end-to-end record of each test letter’s journey by recording the posting and delivery date and time.
UNEX results have two key functions: to aid operational efficiency and to provide performance data
for calculating terminal dues payments linked to quality of service. Transponder data allows us to identify
bottlenecks and delays and helps our members to improve their operations. Our Performance Centre
uses UNEX data to monitor international quality of service route by route. Its report to the Operations
Upgrading Committee highlights any underperforming routes so that members can take corrective action
and restore quality of service as soon as can be.
UNEX also provides data for quality of service performance reports on which terminal dues are based.
Terminal dues are paid by one Postal operator to another for delivering their international mail.
Under quality-based schemes, Postal operators only receive their full terminal dues payments if they meet
performance targets for on-time delivery. This financial incentive to achieve high quality of service helps
to raise delivery performance for postal customers.
A total of 35 Postal operators now participate in UNEX and all have signed up to quality-based terminal
dues. Three groups are served by the system: Postal operators in countries designated as “industrial”
by the Universal Postal Union (UPU) that pay terminal dues under the UPU system; Postal operators in the
European Union (EU) that compensate each other for cross-border deliveries under the REIMS agreement;
Postal operators that have bilateral terminal dues agreements. UNEX expanded in 2005 to support the
UPU industrial country terminal dues process. As a result the scope of payments based on performance
has extended from cross-border mail in the EU to mail travelling between Europe, North America,
Australia, New Zealand, Japan and Israel.

Operational Cooperation
We play a key role in coordinating two cooperative initiatives for international mail
operations developed by members to create greater efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
Tray Pool Management
The IPC International Mail Tray keeps letters in
good condition for machine sorting. The tray
was designed and built according to members’
specification for durability, ergonomic handling,
stackability in pallet-loads, and space-efficient
storage.
The trays circulate between IPC members in a
common pool so that sufficient quantities are
available for peaks without the need to stockpile.
Our Performance Centre controls stock levels and
tray repatriation movements using our CAPE EDI
system and the tray management functions of
CAPE*Vision, our reporting tool software.

The Sprinter Transport Network
Our Sprinter overnight transport network
carries priority letters between nine European
Postal operators, running to schedules that
enhance the reliability of linehaul transport.
The network comprises hubs in Luxembourg
and Zurich served by a fleet of vans running on
night schedules. Each van is equipped with RFID
transponders so that arrival and departure times
are recorded automatically. The network covers
43 links between the nine participating Postal
operators’ offices of exchange. The operation is
outsourced to a transport contractor selected by
a tender process. At IPC, we monitor network
operation using our CAPE system. We feed van
and receptacle movement events into CAPE*Vision
where we assess performance and report back
to participating Postal operators.
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IPC is the centre of excellence for the design
of technological infrastructures that track
and monitor international postal
operations. We carry out performance
measurement across the whole range
of postal products for both our members
and non-member Postal operators with
significant mail flows into IPC members’
operations.

Our infrastructures are mature and stable, having
been developed and enhanced over the past 15
years. We work closely with the Universal Postal
Union (UPU) on the creation of EDI standards that
we integrate into our systems once they are
approved. Our emphasis now is on continuous
improvement through the reassessment of
members’ needs and further enhancement
of our technical infrastructure services.

CAPE Despatch Tracking Services
Our CAPE system provides the technical infrastructure and information systems needed
for electronic data on international mail to flow between Postal operators. CAPE
pre-advice and confirmation of receipt messages, transmitted electronically in standard
EDI formats, facilitate our members’ operational planning and performance analysis.
CAPE message exchanges increase operational efficiency and ultimately improve quality
of service to postal customers.
CAPE tracks receptacles (trays and bags) containing letters, express items and parcels; it has a key role in
providing technology support to the IPC International Mail Tray pool and the Sprinter transport network.
In 2006, the system traced more than 32 million receptacles and was fed by more than 40,000 EDI
interchange messages a day.

Item Monitoring Services
Our item monitoring services are capable of tracking any international mail item carrying
unique barcode identification. Postal operators currently use item monitoring for EMS
express items, parcels delivered by the E-Parcel Group, priority and economy parcels and
Exprès and Registered letters.
Item monitoring involves scanning barcodes at
various stages in the international processing and
distribution chain. These scans, called events, provide
data which is formatted into EDI tracking messages
exchanged between operators at either end of the
distribution chain. We validate data and produce
daily, weekly and monthly statistics on quality of
service; timely return of tracking information; data
quality and network performance.
Links between our item monitoring and CAPE
systems allow us to extract complementary
information that gives a complete picture
of each item’s journey from end to end.

Item monitoring data provides the raw material for
calculating inter-operator payments based on delivery
performance for bar-coded products.
During 2006, we assisted EMS operators to migrate
to the latest version of the EMSEVT EDI tracking
message. This version is compatible with the latest
UPU codes for international mail processing centres
and therefore meets the most up-to-date UPU
standard. Once this migration is complete, we will
develop compliance checks of the data transmitted
against UPU standards.

The Customer Service System
Our customer service system links different Postal operators’ call centres to provide staff
with a tool for obtaining answers to customer queries about delivery of their international
items. In this way, we are able to provide a customer interface with the tracking
information captured by item monitoring.
ANNUAL REVIEW 2006
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The customer service system integrates more than
150 call centres worldwide via the internet so that
customer service staff in despatching countries can
ask their counterparts in destination countries for
information about item delivery status.
The system design is based on a fixed set of
formalised workflow procedures, each with an
agreed target for inquiry response time. Call centre
managers are able to check whether their customer
service targets are being met using performance
reports generated from a database of inquiry
responses.

In addition, managers can combine total volume
obtained from item monitoring with customer service
system data to measure the number of inquiries
received against total traffic.
The first products to benefit from integrated
customer service were the postal express service,
EMS, which operates our system under the brand
name Rugby; Registered and Exprès letters, and
parcels delivered by the E-Parcel Group. In 2006,
the service extended to cover UPU parcels operating
under the brand name Cricket.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Technology
We have been using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology since 1997
to monitor mail as it passes through the international processing and distribution system.
In 2006, our IPC-patented RFID transponder tag for postal operations reached
its sixth generation.
We own the property rights to the RFID technology
used for postal operations and arrange for
manufacture under licence. During the past 10 years
the price of transponders has halved while we have
continually redeveloped the technology to introduce
modern components and to comply with toxicity
regulations. We encourage Postal operators to test
possible new uses for IPC-licensed RFID technology
in domestic and international operations.
RFID came into postal operations originally to
measure how long it took receiving Postal operators
to deliver international mail arriving in their territory.
This was an essential component of performancebased terminal dues introduced in Europe under
the REIMS agreement. However, RFID technology
has a much wider application in providing diagnostic
monitoring at various stages along the postal
distribution chain.

Today, IPC’s RFID network extends to more than
230 fixed installations at offices of exchange and 50
mobile sites. New functionality means that we can
now identify the exact door at an office of exchange
where the transponder in a letter was first read. This
helps us check that letters are tracked accurately
when mail both arrives and leaves an office of
exchange.
We use RFID to monitor performance of the Sprinter
road transport network for priority letters. Vans are
fitted with beacon transponders which transmit
throughout the time they remain at a sorting centre
loading bay allowing us to check how long it takes
to load and unload.
Our Central Monitoring System (CMS) collects
transponder readings captured at office of exchange
installations and distributes them to IPC systems and
members’ local systems.

Electronic Customs Pre-Clearance for Postal Parcels
Data transmissions on a production level began between Postal operators in 2006
in a pilot test of Customs pre-clearance for international postal parcels.
The test falls within our MEDICI project which involves a small group of members. Customs authorities
are requiring more import and export data electronically as they seek to simplify their procedures in order to
speed goods clearance. New rules proposed for European Union countries aim to move from physical checks
of import mail items by Customs officials to checks of electronic data about items at time of both import and
export. This change is due in part to increased security requirements.
The next stage in the MEDICI project will be to exchange data electronically on a wider range and proportion
of items. We foresee full operation involving more participating Postal operators and wider item coverage
by 2009.
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Express Market Audit to Track Market Share for Outbound Services
IPC has taken an important step towards establishing industry-wide tracking
of market size and operator share in the international express delivery sector. In 2006,
for the first time, we brought together global integrators from both inside and outside
our membership to discuss undertaking an Express Market Audit of outbound services
as a pilot test for future rollout across Europe.
The operators that participated in the discussions were DHL, FedEx, GeoPost, TNT and UPS. They agreed
in principle to conduct a pilot test covering two established national markets: the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom; plus the Czech Republic as a new member state of the European Union. For the pilot,
participants will provide quarterly outbound data on time-definite, day-definite and day-probable (deferred
delivery) international services in four weight categories over the period 2004 to 2006. Talks prior to final
agreement continued in December. We hope to conduct the pilot test early in 2007.
Our Express Market Audit pilot test will follow a process that we established last year for determining
market size and share for letters. Participants cooperate by pooling their revenue and volume data.
Under conditions of strict confidentiality, our independent research company collects and analyses
the data to supply each participant with an accurate calculation of total market size by volume,
weight and revenue, along with their own share.
The IPC Market Audit programme is based on established data-sharing principles common in other
highly competitive industries. The process is dynamic because participants supply data quarterly. This
allows operators to track their market share against overall market activity. The Letters Market Audit
for each country combines data for priority and non-priority letters despatched by Postal operators doing
business there (both the universal service provider and its competitors). Reports supplied to participants
include trend information on the variation between priority and non priority mail streams over time.
We make it possible for participants to determine the average unit price in each market by reporting
on value, volume and weight.
The IPC Market Audit optimises the benefits of cooperation between Postal operators. Our Letters
Market Audit has now been running for two years with 15 IPC members, and the Postal operator Spring,
participating at the end of 2006. We have the active support of the IPC Board, which has stressed
the value of Market Audit in the increasingly competitive markets for international mail business.

Senior Postal Executive Seminars Take a Strategic View on Key Business Areas
Our programme of senior postal executive seminars provides an intelligence platform
from which high-level experts within our members’ management teams can share best
practice, benchmark and discuss the future challenges for their area of business. IPC has
always provided an environment where members’ chief executive officers can meet,
network and exchange views; now, through our senior postal executive seminars,
we have extended the benefits of focused, face-to-face discussion to the next
executive level.
Participants’ views and experiences from both
our 2006 seminars fed into the content of our
annual publication: Strategic Perspectives on the
Postal Market which took as its theme: “Service
Delivery and Innovation in a Changing World”.
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In April we brought together human resources
(HR) directors and vice presidents, and executive
board members responsible for HR. Participants
from 14 Postal operators shared their experiences
and strategic plans on issues of major importance
to the postal industry: change management;
organisational effectiveness; skills retention,
development and recruitment; performance
appraisal and career planning; leadership
development and employee engagement.
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A clear message from the seminar was the importance placed by participants on HR performance
measurement. In response, we began gathering additional HR performance comparisons as part
of our preparation of an annual report on Postal Performance Benchmarking Comparisons, published
in September 2006.
In October, 20 participants attending our second senior executive seminar in 2006 discussed quality
from the point of view of both meeting customer needs and optimising operational capability. Participants
shared information on their corporate responses to the requirement for Postal operators both to provide
universal service and fulfil specific customer demands from a single processing and delivery network.
Presentations and discussion at the seminar covered innovative approaches to cost control, investment,
the introduction of new technology, improvement projects and management, and the creation of quality
cultures.
Senior postal executive seminars have attracted a high level of approval from IPC members.
Testimonials from participants recognise the value of expert, topic-specific forums and IPC’s
unique ability to create them.

Participants Approve of Seminars

Regulatory Services

Comments from participants at senior
postal executive seminars:

For our members’ senior regulatory
experts we have an established
intelligence platform that provides
news and information as well as a
forum for networking and discussion
on the regulatory environments
experienced by individual members.

“The exchange of ideas
and information gives us a
benchmark and opens our
eyes to different practices.
IPC has a real opportunity
to facilitate the sharing
of experiences in the
postal world.”
“It is natural that IPC
should facilitate strategic
seminars. There is no other
such forum available to
deal with important
operational issues.”
“A very good resource,
thank you very much. It is
important to meet
colleagues and create
networks.”

We maintain a database of postal regulation
in our members’ home countries and publish our
Regulatory Flash publication quarterly. We organise
and host regulatory experts’ meetings twice a year.
Our regulatory experts meeting in September
discussed studies on the opening of postal
markets in the European Union (EU) in the run-up
to publication of the European Commission’s
proposals in October for a third postal directive.
The keynote presentation was given by Professor
Paul Kleindorfer, distinguished research professor
at INSEAD, who examined the PWC study for the
Commission on the impact of full postal market
opening on the universal service, and the WIK
study on the state of the market and regulatory
institutions. Professor Kleindorfer suggested that
a reduction in pricing uniformity would be required
in a free market, implying the application of prices
geared to cost for downstream access to postal
delivery networks.
The meeting included presentations by the
European Commission, the national regulators
for Norway and Portugal and two east European
Postal operators: Magyar Posta and Poczta Polska.
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The REIMS terminal dues system
in Europe was developed by our
members to link quality of
service incentives for on-time
delivery of international mail to
cost-based terminal dues
payments.

Currently, 16 IPC members are party to the REIMS II
agreement, which has been in force since April
1999. Our role is to provide management and
administrative support for the REIMS Steering
Committee, which includes all parties and
which coordinates all REIMS activities.

REIMS III
The REIMS II parties and REIMS East parties
started negotiations intended to produce
a new, REIMS III agreement in October
2006. The aim was to finalise discussions
by January 1, 2007, but provision was
made to continue applying REIMS II in
2007 if more time were needed to carry
on negotiations on REIMS III.

A REIMS III agreement would offer access under domestic conditions (Level 3) and two further levels based
on operational criteria. The working groups deliberating on the appropriate terms for REIMS III were asked
to consider customer demands, the competitive, liberalised environment in postal markets; mail substitution
and volume decline; the universal service obligation and regulation at EU and domestic level.
All REIMS agreements are cost based and incorporate incentives to provide quality of service. Postal operators
must meet delivery quality of service targets in order to receive the full REIMS payment. REIMS III would be
designed to continue the cost and quality basis but to provide a system that reflects changes in the postal
market since REIMS was first negotiated 10 years ago.

REIMS East
REIMS East provides a terminal dues system based on cost and service quality
for Postal operators in countries that acceded to the European Union in 2004.
Eight Postal operators signed REIMS East which gave them seven years to meet REIMS II quality of service
targets. During 2006, we began talks with the Postal operators in Romania and Bulgaria about joining
the system.

IPC’s tools and systems for despatch tracking, item monitoring and integrated customer
service can be applied to any barcoded international postal product. Groups of Postal
operators marketing products with specific added value characteristics have seen the
benefits of leveraging our systems, support and expertise to measure their service quality,
identify bottlenecks in processing and transport, and calculate inter-operator payments
based on delivery performance. We support three main groups, providing systems and
additional services ranging from project management to operations network support.
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E-Parcel Group
The E-Parcel Group (EPG) comprises 20 partner Postal operators. Its origins are with IPC
members in Europe where 19 of the current partners are based. From January 1, 2007, EPG
expands to the United States with the inclusion of the United States Postal Service as a full
partner. The US Postal Service is now delivering European EPG parcels, having worked
initially with EPG during 2006 as its delivery agent for its EMS express items
and air parcels in Europe.
EPG provides a tracked and monitored international
network. Partners pledge to deliver all EPG parcels
and express items within stringent target delivery
times, usually the day after they receive them into
their own operation. This provides a framework from
which each partner can develop day-certain products,
tailored to their customer needs, knowing that
delivery time is under their control as well as
domestic handling and international transport.
IPC played a key role in the formation of EPG and
from the start we have provided extensive services
to support its operation. The network uses our
customer service system and item monitoring from
which we provide monthly performance reports
against agreed targets. We monitor the transport
network set up by EPG from our Performance Centre
using CAPE tracking; we provide technical back-up
to negotiations between EPG members; we ensure
that performance levels are maintained, and we
project-manage the multilateral contract that
governs EPG.

The EPG partners are:
An Post (Ireland)

Post Danmark (Denmark)

Correos (Spain)

Posta Slovenije (Slovenia)

CTT Correios /

Poste Italiane (Italy)

CTT Expresso (Portugal)
De Post/La Poste

Posten AB (Sweden)

(Belgium)
Deutsche Post AG

Postes et Télécommunications

(Germany)

(Luxembourg)

Finland Post Corporation Royal Mail Group plc
(Finland)

(United Kingdom)

Hellenic Post – ELTA

Slovenská Posta

(Greece)

(Slovak Republic)

Iceland Post (Iceland)

Swiss Post (Switzerland)

La Poste (France)

TNT Post (Netherlands)

Norway Post (Norway)

United States Postal Service
(United States)

EMS Express Services
The Universal Postal Union’s (UPU) EMS Cooperative enhances and develops the postal
express service worldwide. Its members use our item monitoring and customer service
systems for performance reporting.

PRIME
Postal operators in the PRIME project work to develop added-value international
letter products such as Registered, Insured and Exprès. With the help of IPC systems,
PRIME letters are tracked and customers’ inquiries about delivery status are answered.
Item monitoring performance reports are used by the project’s members to identify
where improvements are needed and to calculate inter-operator payments.
Postal operators in a total of 25 countries worldwide are involved in PRIME.
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An Post
Ireland

De Post / La Poste
Belgium

Mr. Donal Conell
Chief Executive

Mr. Johnny Thijs
Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Australia Post
Australia

Deutsche Post AG
Germany

Mr. Graeme T. John
Managing Director

Dr. Klaus Zumwinkel
Chairman of the Board of Management
Member of the IPC Board

Canada Post
Canada

Finland Post Corporation
Finland

Ms. Moya Greene
President and Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Mr. Jukka Alho
President and Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Correos y Telégrafos
Spain

Groupe La Poste
France

Mr. José Damián Santiago Martín
President and Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Mr. Jean-Paul Bailly
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Chairman of the IPC Board

CTT Correios de Portugal S.A.
Portugal

Hellenic Post ELTA
Greece

Mr. Luís Filipe Nazaré
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Andreas Taprantzis
Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Cyprus Post
Cyprus

Iceland Post
Iceland

Mr. Vassos Vassilou
Director

Mr. Ingimundur Sigurpalsson
General Manager and
Chief Executive Officer
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Magyar Posta
Hungary

Postes et Télécommunications
Luxembourg

Dr. Pál Szabó
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Marcel Gross
Director General

Norway Post
Norway

Royal Mail Group plc
United Kingdom

Mr. Dag Mejdell
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Adam Crozier
Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Österreichische Post AG
Austria

Swiss Post
Switzerland

Dr. Anton Wais
Chief Executive Officer

Dr. Ulrich Gygi
Chief Executive Officer

Post Danmark A/S
Denmark

TNT N.V.
The Netherlands

Mr. Helge Israelsen
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. M. Peter Bakker
Chief Executive Officer
Member of the IPC Board

Poste Italiane Spa
Italy

United States Postal Service
USA

Mr. Massimo Sarmi
Chief Executive Officer
and Managing Director

Mr. John E. Potter
Postmaster General
and Chief Executive Officer
Vice Chairman of the IPC Board

Posten AB
Sweden
Mr. Erik Olsson
President and Chief Executive Officer
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An Post

CTT - Correios de Portugal SA

Myles Burke – PRIME
Aileen Canning – Regulatory Services
Philip Doyle – CAPE
Colm Farrelly – Regulatory Services
Brian Fay – Terminal Dues – Reims
Eddie Hickey – RFID monitoring
John Hogan – UNEX, Upgrading
Aidan Hughes – PRIME
Alex Jackson – EMS, EPG
Jean McCarthy – CAPE
Niall McGrane – UNEX
Diarmuid O’Conghaile – Regulatory Services,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Patricia O’Keeffe – Marketing Services,
Market Audit
Liam O’Sullivan – Upgrading
Diaman O’Toole – PRIME
Sean O’Toole – EPG

Pedro Abreu – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Nuno Clérigo – Terminal Dues – Reims
Miguel Filipe – EPG
Pedro Namora – Terminal Dues – Reims
Arlindo Oliveira – UNEX
Luis Paulo – RFID monitoring, UNEX
José Pessoa – CAPE, PRIME, Upgrading
Arthur César Pinto – PRIME
Antonia Rato – Regulatory Services
Nuno Soares – Upgrading
Jorge Sousa Varela – EMS

Australia Post
Sam Curro – MEDICI
Christopher Grosser – Regulatory Services, MEDICI
Philip Long – CAPE
Jim Marshall – Upgrading
Michael McCloskey – Regulatory Services
Norm McMullen – EMS
Alan Smith – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Judith Welsh – Regulatory Services, Upgrading

Canada Post
David Eagles – PRIME
Ladas Giriunas – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Larry James – MEDICI
Fred Johns – UNEX, Upgrading
Vaughn Kraemer – CAPE
Joanne McNeish – Marketing Services
Peter O’Neill – MEDICI
Gerard Power – Regulatory Services
Julie Plouffe – Market Audit
Patrick Rouillard – Upgrading
Cinderella Tiqui – PRIME
Patricia Wagers – Regulatory Services

Correos y Telégrafos
Andres Argente – Terminal Dues – Reims
Elena Fernandez – Regulatory Services
Juan Ramón de las Heras – RFID monitoring,
UNEX, Upgrading
Carlos Rosa Maureta – Terminal Dues – Reims,
Upgrading
Manuel Samaniego – CAPE
Carlos Setién – EPG, PRIME
Veronika Söntgerath – Marketing Services,
Market Audit
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Department of Postal Services
Cyprus
Soteris Avgoustis – CAPE
Maria Mavrommati – EMS, Marketing Services
Sofronis Tsiartas – Regulatory Services,
RFID monitoring, UNEX
Vassos Vassiliou – Regulatory Services, Upgrading
Andreas Phylactou – Upgrading

De Post / La Poste
Philip Alliet – EPG
Alain Cornez – UNEX
Anita Cronu – PRIME
Luc De Munck – PRIME
Bernard Damiens – Regulatory Services
Aurélie Delespierre – Marketing Services,
Market Audit
Nadine Devisch – EMS, EPG
Patrick Kaerts – RFID monitoring
Marc Paingt – Terminal Dues – Reims
Peter Smet – CAPE
Peter Somers – Terminal Dues – Reims, Upgrading
Jan Van Gestel – UNEX, Upgrading
Joost Vantomme – Regulatory Services
Linda Vinckx – PRIME

Deutsche Post AG
Thomas Baldry – Terminal Dues – Reims
Johan Baumann – EPG
Frank Bettgenhauser – Upgrading
Gregor Bungardt – PRIME
Peter Fery – Upgrading
Sandra Fischer – MEDICI
Dietmar Fricke – Market Audit
Bernard Koch – Terminal Dues – Reims
Jutta Koch – PRIME
Andreas Kürpig – MEDICI
Roland Lehrecke – RFID monitoring
Jürgen Lohmeyer – EPG
Michael Meister – CAPE
Wolfgang Pickavé – Regulatory Services
Christian Schelter – UNEX
Bettina Schletter – Marketing Services,
Market Audit
Udo Thielker – UNEX
Gundrun Walter – PRIME
Kai Zurmöhle – Marketing Services, Market Audit
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Finland Post Corporation

Magyar Posta RT

Jörn Allardt – PRIME, Terminal Dues – Reims
Keijo Elomaa – EMS
Ilkka Hallanoro – EPG
Marja Kalter – Regulatory Services
Hannu Kyyrö – Marketing Services
Anne Pekka Leskinen – Regulatory Services
Kai Peräsalo – CAPE, RFID monitoring, UNEX
Jari Ritvanen – PRIME
Tom Sällström – EMS, Upgrading
Urpo Siitonen – CAPE
Carl-Georg Traskman – Upgrading
Olli Tuurihalme – PRIME
Eemeli Vaheristo – EPG

Anikó Cservenka – PRIME, Upgrading
Agnes Csirszka – UNEX
Judit Komlóssy – EMS
Danuta Kontra – PRIME
Levente László – EMS, Marketing Services
Mónika Vargáné Pach – CAPE
Tibor Rapai – CAPE, RFID monitoring
Péter Sümegi – Regulatory Services
Botond Szebeny – Terminal Dues – Reims,
Marketing Services, Upgrading
Zsofia Vörös – Terminal Dues – Reims

Groupe La Poste
Alexis Antoszkiewicz – Terminal Dues – Reims
Aziz Bouabid – RFID monitoring
Barbara Crestin – UNEX
Jean-Claude Fournier – EPG
Fabrice Gribling – Terminal Dues – Reims
Jeff Hensen – PRIME
Didier Kling – UNEX
Laurence Larroque – PRIME
David Meynier – PRIME
Florence Muscat – CAPE
Vincent Ortega – CAPE
Jean-Marc Poiraudeau – Upgrading
Jacques Rolland – EPG
Bernard Roy – Regulatory Services
Louis Sanchez – CAPE
Marc Wautier – Upgrading
Yan Jin Zhuang – Marketing Services,
Market Audit

Hellenic Post – ELTA
Nicholaos Alepous – CAPE
Xenophon Chatzithanassis – Terminal Dues –
Reims, Marketing Services
Dimitris Giakoumettis – Upgrading
Thalia Emiri – Regulatory Services
Kiki Kartsonaki – Marketing Services
Sofia Melambianaki – EPG
Emmanuel Nikolidakis – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Julie Partheni – EMS
Petros Selekos – Regulatory Services
Andreas Taprantzis – Upgrading
Theodor Tountas – Terminal Dues – Reims
Pantelis Vaxevanis – UNEX

Iceland Post
Kjartan Flosason – EPG
Sigrídur Jónsdóttir – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Askell Jonsson – Terminal Dues – Reims
Kristín Björg Kristjánsdóttir – EPG, PRIME,
Regulatory Services
Olafur Thorsteinsson – CAPE, PRIME
Tryggvi Thorsteinsson – Upgrading

Norway Post
Sissel-Elin Bakkeby – Terminal Dues – Reims
Kristin Bergum – Regulatory Services
Selnes Björg – PRIME
Anne Kathrine Evensen – PRIME
Einar Hestdal – EPG
Finn Arild Kristiansen – CAPE
Arild Liland – Marketing Services
Kjetil Lisland – Market Audit
Roy Lund – CAPE
Jan Rognaldsen – Terminal Dues – Reims,
Upgrading
Stein Otto Rørmark – RFID monitoring, UNEX,
Upgrading
Nils Venberget – EPG

Österreichische Post AG
Anton Bliem – CAPE, UNEX
Bernhard Bukovc – PRIME, Regulatory Services
Ewald Eder – CAPE, RFID monitoring, UNEX
Gerhard Engleder – Upgrading
Jutta Fabjan – Regulatory Services
Gabriele Flandorfer – PRIME, Terminal Dues – Reims
Johann Gari – RFID monitoring
Thomas Greilinger – Terminal Dues – Reims
Alfred Hasenkopf – PRIME
Peter Koppe – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Gerhard Waldherr – Upgrading

Post Danmark A/S
Bjarne Bentsen – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Christian Bruun – UNEX
Henrik Flugt – EPG
Anne Lene Hojgaard Hansen – Regulatory Services
Peter Hatlö – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Gitte Hegner – CAPE
Knud Pedersen – Upgrading
Karin Dau Rasmussen – PRIME,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Jørgen Sondrup – Upgrading
Troels Thomsen – Regulatory Services
Morten Rosengreen Thygesen – PRIME,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Nils Venberget – EPG
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Poste Italiane SPA
Mauro Abbate – CAPE, Upgrading
Francesca Coratella – Regulatory Services,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Pieremilio De Angelis – UNEX
Valentina Delmonte – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Nadia Di Giulio – UNEX
Anna Lanfranco – CAPE, EMS, EPG
Tiziana Palmieri – Terminal Dues – Reims,
Market Audit
Riccardo Sciolti – Upgrading
Marion Szaller – EMS, EPG

Posten AB
Fredrik Andersson – Marketing Services,
Market Audit
Ulrica Andersson – PRIME
Ingemar Björkäng – EPG
Martin Bjurefors – Upgrading
Lennart Brunzell – RFID monitoring
Peter Dahlén – Terminal Dues – Reims, Upgrading
Thomas Isacson – EPG
Jan-Erik Leidstedt – PRIME, Terminal Dues – Reims
Inger Rydelius – UNEX
Ingmar Bertil Söderström – PRIME
Lars-Erik Torstenson – CAPE
Sture Wallander – Regulatory Services

Postes et Télécommunications
Luxembourg
Emile Espen – Regulatory Services,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Colette Goergen – EPG
Gaston Grandgenet – CAPE, PRIME
Joseph Hoffmann – EPG, PRIME, Upgrading
Germain Kaiser – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Vicky Ersfeld Menné – Upgrading
Jos Roeder – Marketing Services
Robert Rosa – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Philippe Schaack – UNEX
Jean-Marie Schanck – Regulatory Services,
Terminal Dues – Reims
Roland Schiltz – PRIME

Royal Mail Group plc
David Barnes – Terminal Dues – Reims, UNEX
Raquel Brebach-Guimaraes – PRIME
David Breeze – EPG
Murray Buchanan – Terminal Dues – Reims
Diane Burdon – Terminal Dues – Reims
Mark Butterfield – MEDICI
Ian Cawthon – Regulatory Services
Clive Cohen – Marketing Services, Market Audit
John Duncan – Regulatory Services
Nick Glynn – MEDICI, CAPE, EMS, PRIME
Robert Langton – Terminal Dues – Reims
Diance McElvaney – Terminal Dues – Reims
Carl-Gerold Mende – Terminal Dues – Reims
Gerry O’Rourke – Upgrading
Andy Pickering – Upgrading
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David F. Pilkington – Terminal Dues – Reims
Michael Prince – Regulatory Services
Thomas Ryall – Terminal Dues – Reims
Chris Stephens – CAPE, EMS, PRIME,
RFID monitoring
Trevor Sayer – PRIME
Gary G. Taylor – EMS, EPG

Swiss Post
Jean-Pierre Auroi – EPG
Jacques Ballif – EPG
Nikolaus Frantz – Upgrading
Marina Gabriello-Grun – PRIME
Claudia Graf – CAPE
Henry Graf – RFID monitoring
Jean-Pierre Helbling – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Ulrich Hurni – Terminal Dues – Reims, Upgrading
Jakob Kirchmeier – PRIME
Silvestre Michoud – PRIME
Rita Nenniger – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Marc Scheurer – UNEX
Oliver Schmidiger – PRIME
Urs Singer – Terminal Dues – Reims
Urs Trinker – Regulatory Services

TNT NV
Wijnand Aalberts – Upgrading
Nanno Aukes – Regulatory Services
Henk Bakker – PRIME
Arnold Bergsma – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Jeroen de Weerdt – RFID monitoring, UNEX
Berend Dorgelo – Terminal Dues – Reims
Jan Bart Henry – Regulatory Services
Ton Lam – Upgrading
Joost Magielsen – EPG, PRIME
Jan-Pieter Mazurel – CAPE
Elaine Meuldijk – UNEX
Jan Sertons – EPG, Terminal Dues – Reims
Jerry van Schaik – EPG
Lex van der Linden – RFID monitoring
Jerry van Schaik – MEDICI, EPG

United States Postal Service
Anthony Alverno – Regulatory Services
Barry Burns – Marketing Services, Market Audit
Peter Chandler – MEDICI
John Edgar – MEDICI
Burt Frady – RFID monitoring
Mary Anne Gibbons – Regulatory Services
David P. Hamilton – CAPE, EMS
John Holden – Upgrading
Brian Hutchins – EMS
Ken McFadden – UNEX
Frank Panico – EPG
Dan Stirewalt – MEDICI
Paul Vogel – Upgrading
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An Post
Ireland

De Post / La Poste
Belgium

Maygar Posta
Hungary

Postes et
Telecommunications
Luxembourg

Australia Post
Australia

Deutsche Post AG
Germany

Norway Post
Norway

Royal Mail Group plc
United Kingdom

Canada Post
Canada

Finland Post Corporation
Finland

Österreichische Post AG
Austria

Swiss Post
Switzerland

Correos y Telegrafos
Spain

Groupe La Poste
France

Post Danmark A/S
Denmark

TNT NV
The Netherlands

CTT Correios
De Portugal SA
Portugal

Hellenic Post Elta
Greece
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Italy

United States
Postal Service
USA

Iceland Post
Iceland

Posten AB
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Cyprus Post
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